The effect of elastic band assisted gait training to improve the gait kinematics in stroke survivors - a randomized control trial
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Abstract

Introduction: Stroke is the leading cause of serious long-term disabilities, the restoration of walking plays a prime role in his rehabilitation. The reduction in gait performance may prevent the resumption of activities of daily living.

Aim of the study: To compare the effectiveness of elastic band assisted gait training over the task-oriented circuit interval gait training in stroke survivors.

Methodology: A total of 50 male stroke survivors with functional ambulatory category score ≥4, mini mental state 24-30, normal cardio-pulmonary status and age between 30-60 years were recruited and randomly distributed in two groups. Group 1 received conventional exercises (task-oriented approach in the form of circuit interval gait training) and Group 2 received elastic band assisted gait training with task-oriented approach in the form of circuit interval gait training.

Outcome measures: Stride length (both side), cadence, walking speed and gait profile score (both side). Measurements were taken with gait laboratory before and at the end of 6 weeks of treatment, for 45 minutes divided into nine 5-minute blocks separated by 5-minute rest periods 5 days/week.

Results: Overall result of this study showed that experiment group had significantly improved in terms of speed, cadence, stride length of paretic limb, gait profile score of non paretic limb from pre to post test measurements, but no significant improvement in conventional group. Gait profile score of paretic limbs had significantly improved. Both the groups had significantly improved in terms of stride length of non paretic limb from pre to post-test measurements; however, the experiment group showed more improvement than the conventional group.

Conclusion: Elastic band assisted gait training over the task-oriented circuit interval gait training is found to be effective for the hemiplegic gait.

Introduction

Stroke is the leading cause of serious long-term disabilities, including loss of motor, sensory or cognitive function [1]. The restoration of walking plays a prime role in rehabilitation [2]. The reduction in gait performance may prevent the resumption of activities of daily living, which can have an adverse effect on perceived participation [3].

Hemiparetic gait pattern is characterized by being stereotyped with reduced weight bearing on the paretic lower limb. Over activity or shortening of plantar flexor muscles at swing phase giving the equinovarus foot placement [4]. Reduced knee flexion, exaggerated hip circumduction and hip hiking during the swing phase are common disability in people with stroke [5]. Which movements are energetically demanding and may lead to chronic joint pain [6,7].

Manual assistance during gait training is necessary to properly align the trunk and guide the lower extremity through normal gait trajectory. It is difficult to consistently and adequately control the patient and manually assist dorsiflexion during the swing phase of gait; it can be exhausting and place the physical therapist in a non-ergonomic position [8].

There exist devices like Hip flexion orthosis [9], Elastic band orthosis [10], Wearable tubing assistive walking device [11], AFO shaped band [12] and wearable tubing to address ankle dorsiflexion, hip and knee flexion with patient either in non-weight or weight bearing positions. Elastic resistance training has been reported to increase gait, mobility, balance and reduced pain [8-15]. Apart from its use in strengthening program, elastic band can also be used in assisted gait training [15].

Aim of the study

Our purpose of the study is to compare the efficiency and effectiveness of elastic band assisted gait training over the task-oriented circuit interval gait training to improve the gait kinematics in stroke survivors.

Methodology

Study design: Randomised Control Trial

Research setting: The study was conducted at the Physiotherapy Department of Swami Vivekanand National Institute of Rehabilitation Training and Research (SVNIRTAR).
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Inclusion criteria: Patients diagnosed as first episode of stroke with functional ambulatory category (FAC) score 24, mini mental state 24-30, normal cardio-pulmonary status and age between 30-60 years of male.

Exclusion criteria: Patient with severe spasticity on Modified Ashworth Scale (3,4), history of any musculoskeletal disorder, other neuromuscular disorder.

Outcome measures: Final Gait analysis was performed in the gait laboratory which was equipped with 6 infrared cameras recording at 120 Hz (BTS Smart, BTS Bioengineering, Odisha, India). The system measures kinematic and spatiotemporal parameters based on the Helen Hayes Davis protocol, biomechanical program Tracker and Analyzer (BTS Bioengineering). The stride length of the paretic and non-paretic extremities, velocity, cadence and gait profile score of the paretic and non-paretic extremities were measured.

Subjects/participants: A total of 50 stroke survivors were recruited randomly. Conventional group - 25 subjects and Experimental group - 25 subjects.

Procedure: After meeting the inclusion and exclusion criteria through an assessment proforma, informed consent was taken, 50 subjects with mean age 50.22 were taken and divided into two groups namely Experimental group [mean age 51.37] and conventional group [mean age 49.52]. Gait kinematic (Stride length of both side, Cadence, walking speed, Gait profile score of both side) of subjects analyzed with Gait laboratory.

Conventional group--25 subjects [mean age 49.52] received task oriented approach in the form of circuit interval gait training for 45 minutes divided into nine 5 minute blocks separated by 5 minute rest periods, pre-ambulation skill training included supine bridging, reach out in standing with diagonal weight shifts and stepping forward, backward, sideways and up for the first 15 minutes followed by task practice walking upright using manual and verbal cues, heel-toe initial contact, high step marching and then high step, walking with even, increasing step length and/or 2°-3° step width, heel-rises in stance, heel-walking, push-off, appropriate knee flexion in combination with hip extension, exaggerated arm swings, gradually progress to lateral side-steps, longer distances with decreased number of rest intervals and increase velocity in the last 30 minutes.

Experimental group - 25 subjects [mean age 51.37] received elastic band assisted gait training with task oriented approach in the form of circuit interval gait training for 45 minutes divided into nine 5 minute blocks separated by 5 minute rest periods, pre-ambulation skill training included supine bridging, reach out in standing with diagonal weight shifts and stepping forward, backward, sideways and up for the first 15 minutes followed by task practice walking upright using manual and verbal cues, heel-toe initial contact, high step marching and then high step, walking with even, increasing step length and/or 2°-3° step width, heel-rises in stance, heel-walking, push-off, appropriate knee flexion in combination with hip extension, exaggerated arm swings, gradually progress to lateral side-steps, longer distances with decreased number of rest intervals and increase velocity in the last 30 minutes.

Treatment was given 5 days a week for 6 consecutive weeks.

Data collection

Gait kinematic (Stride length of both side, Cadence, walking speed, Gait profile score of both side) of subjects were measured before and at the end of 6 weeks of treatment.

Data analysis

Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS version 24.0. The Gait parameters [gait profile score, Stride length, Cadence and velocity] were analysed using 2×2 ANOVA, where there was one between factor [group] with two levels [experimental and control] and one within factor [time] with two levels [Pre and Post]. All pair wise post–hoc comparisons were analysed using a 0.05 level of significance.

Results

Figure 1: Velocity

Figure 1 illustrated that there was improvement in walking velocity in both groups following treatment for 6 weeks. The experimental group showed greater improvement as compared to the control group.

There was also main effect for group F [1,44,0.05]=0.207, p=0.652. There was main effect for time F [1,44,0.05]=65.808, p=0.000. The main effects were quantified into time×group interaction F [1,44,0.05]=28.836, p=0.00

Tukey’s Post Hoc analysis showed that there was a significant improvement in score for experimental group from pre to post-test measurements but in control group change is not significant. However, both groups are significant different at the end of 6th weeks of intervention.

Figure 2: Cadence

Figure 2 illustrated that there was improvement in Cadence in both groups following treatment for 6 weeks. The experimental group showed greater improvement as compared to the control group.

There was no main effect for group F [1,44,0.05]=1.544, df=1, p=0.221. There was main effect for time F [1,44,0.05]=11.849, df=1, p=0.001. The main effects were qualified into time×group interaction F [1,44,0.05]=7.000, p=0.011.

Tukey’s Post Hoc analysis showed that there was a significant improvement in score for experimental group from pre to post-test measurements but in control group change is not significant. However, both groups are significant different at the end of 6th weeks of intervention.

Figure 3: Stride length [non paretic limb]

Figure 3 illustrated that there was improvement in Stride Length of Non-Paretic Limb in both groups following treatment for 6 weeks. The improvement in stride length was significantly more in the Experimental group as compared to the control group.

There was no main effect for group F [1,44,0.05]=0.782, df=1, p=0.381. There was main effect for time F [1,44,0.05]=61.128, df=1,
Tukey’s Post Hoc analysis showed that there was a significant improvement in score for experimental group from pre to post-test measurements at the end of 6th weeks of intervention.

**Figure 6: Gait profile score [paretic limb]**

Figure 6 illustrated that there was decrease in Gait Profile Score of Paretic Limb in both groups following treatment for 6 weeks. The decrease in score was slightly more in The Experimental group as compared to the control group.
There was no main effect for group F \( [1,44,0.05] = 0.051, \text{df}=1, p=0.823 \). There was main effect for time F \( [1,44,0.05] = 18.317, \text{df}=1, p=0.000 \). The main effects were not qualified into time \( \times \) group interaction F \( [1,44,0.05] =0.191, p=0.823 \).

Discussion

The overall results of this study showed that experiment group had significantly improved in terms of speed, cadence, stride length of paretic limb, gait profile score of non paretic limb from pre to post test measurements, but no significant improvement in conventional group. Gait profile score of paretic limbs had significantly improved from pre to post-test measurements. Both the groups had significantly improved in terms of stride length of non paretic limb from pre to post-test measurements; however, the experiment group showed more improvement than the conventional group in stride length of non paretic limb.

Stride length

The results of this study suggested that there was a significant improvement in stride length of non paretic limb in both the groups and paretic limb in experimental group from pre to post-test measurements but in conventional group change of paretic limb is not significant at the end of 6\(^{th}\) weeks of intervention.

Short steps of non-paretic leg are due to reduced weight shifting toward affected side [16,17]. Our subject in conventional group had practice supine bridging, reach out in standing and stepping up, forward, backward, sideways and marching in place which allows sufficient weight-bearing, simultaneously increases stride length on non paretic side.

Supinated foot did not allow proper foot contact and inhibit the smooth propulsions of the both limbs. Decrease in knee flexion momentum during the swing phase reduces stride lengths in paretic limb [18, 19].

Similar results were found by Druzbicki et al. who evaluate the effect of gait training on 30 patients with stroke. The program was ten 30-minute training sessions for 2 weeks, effects were evaluated after 6 months, no statistically significant change was observed in step length paretic limb [20].

Our participants in experimental group were capable of achieving longer stride length as elastic band allow proper foot contact during push-off, assist hip pull-off at toe off and longer stride length [21]. An increase in knee flexion momentum through the elastic band shifts the ground reaction force anterior to the lower extremity, thus increasing stride length [22].

We believe that non paretic side has much better mobility then paretic side, which may have contributed to the more improvement in non-paretic side stride length [23].

Similar result was also found by Hwang YI et al. who investigated walking patterns in stroke patient by using the elastic walking band. When the patients walked with the elastic walking band, affected and less-affected stride length were also significantly increased as compared with barefoot walking, more improvement of less affected side. However, we provided feedback, tension selectively for each joint to control the amounts of assistance [13].

Elastic band wrapping around ankle joint functionally act same as an AFO-shaped band which allow ankle stability with mobility. Hwang YI et al. investigated the effectiveness of AFO-shaped band in patients with neurological lesions. Stride lengths on the less-affected side showed significant increases as compared with the barefoot gait suggesting that the stability of the ankle increased during the stance phase. The differences between the stride lengths on the affected side with barefoot and AFO-shaped elastic band were not statistically significant [12].

Elastic band assisted gait training may be equally effective as elastic band orthosis which attached around ankle joint, thereby supporting the hypothesis. Daher N et al. investigate the effects of elastic band orthosis in stroke patients, which resulted in significantly improved less-affected stride length and no significant difference on the affected side [10]. Elastic band orthosis assists only the ankle joint, whereas in our study use of elastic bands supporting hip, knee and ankle joint was more effective.

The effect of elastic band assisted gait training may be similar to a wearable tubing assistive walking device (WTAWD). It’s effects under three conditions (WTAWD, barefoot and conventional elastic band orthosis) was investigated by the Lee SM et al. Stride length on both affected and less affected sides were significantly greater with WTAWD compared to barefoot and conventional elastic band orthosis conditions, thereby supporting the hypothesis.

Veneri D got the similar result with equal stride length bilaterally at 16 weeks which also showed statistically significant improvement similar to our study, Treadmill training with elastic band configured same pattern as our study [15].

The greater improvements in the experimental group compared to conventional group were not only due to the elastic band assistance, but also due to the motivation of subject focusing on gait training and practice and task specific motor activities resulted in cortical reorganisation [24,25].

Cadence

The results of this study suggested that there was a significant improvement in cadence for experimental group from pre to post-test measurements but in conventional group change is not significant at the end of 6\(^{th}\) weeks of intervention.

Stroke survivors walks with slower and smaller steps on non paretic side because of less body weight acceptance on paretic side and failed to produce momentum to push body forward, which reduces the cadence [16,17]. Increased apprehension limits the amount of self-initiated training could be contribute to lack of improvement in conventional group [2].

In contrast to our result Wang RY et al. found significantly improved cadence with the 6 tasks of standing in chronic stroke subjects. Task incorporated into our study was different, unlike their which were designed to strengthen the muscles functionally [26].

Our participants in experimental group were capable of achieving greater cadence as elastic band allows proper push-off in the terminal stance and pull off in the pre-swing phase which is the energy generator of ankle plantarflexor and hip flexor respectively and essential for body advancement [27].

Our results were similar to that of Daher N, Lee SM, Hwang YI et al. [10-12].

Though the patient in the conventional group received therapy for same period of time as experimental group, but more improvement was seen in experimental group. The significant difference between the groups reflects the efficacy of gait training with elastic band.
In our study, we have applied 50% elongation of elastic band on lateral foot which restrain excessive inversion and 25% elongation of elastic band on medial foot to maintain in neutral position and prevent sprain by inversion, therefore, we assume that the elastic walking band may reduce this risk, leading to increased walking ability. Elastic band system gait training might subtly have modulated the recruitment patterns, anticipatory adjustment patterns and provided more functional performance when compared to conventional training [21].

Walking speed

The results of this study suggested that there was a significant improvement in walking speed for experimental group from pre to post-test measurements but in conventional group change is not significant at the end of 6th weeks of intervention.

Increase in gait speed in patients following stroke, is more affected by the Cadence rather than stride length [5]. Subjects of conventional group have not improved in cadence as well as in walking speed.

Lack of long duration and intensive practice actively may be the factor responsible for statistically no significant improvement. In our study, the patients were encouraged to practice by themselves during training but rest of the day their participation rates were low [21].

It would seem that training with longer periods is necessary to improve walking speed which was provided in the study by Salbach NM et al. this is in contrast with our result, subjects practised similar task-orientated intervention in enhancing walking speed of significant effects. Subjects receive a 6-week intervention 60 minutes per day walking training, including walking on a treadmill additional to functional task included in our study may which was more beneficial [28].

In contrast to our result, more significant improvement in gait speed was observed by Khalaf ME et al. among those who received task specific exercises, gait training, and visual biofeedback for 8 weeks. Whereas our study duration was only 6 week and change were not statistically significant instead of having same protocol [29].

Walking speed depends on the stride length and cadence, our subjects in experimental group has significantly improved in terms of both the factors which could be the reason of improvement. The walking speed thus required a proper push off at ankle, pull off at hip joint and repetitive practice with high motivation results in motor relearning [27].

Similar result was also found by Carda S et al. patients showed a significant improvement in speed with the use of the HFO [9]. In our study, we assumed additional improvement in speed may be because of elastic band with 25% elongation passes anteriorly to hip joint instead of lateral and assist in hip pull-off.

The elastic walking band may assist in muscle activation during the swing phase and assisting in ground clearance [30]. It enables the participant to achieve speeds that they cannot attain without ground clearance in swing phase [31].

The observed movement pattern for ankle dorsiflexion and knee flexion in push off phase on the affected limb might be contributed to improvement in gait speed. Limited ankle mobility reduces gait speed [32].

As already mentioned our results were similar to that of Daher N, Lee SM, Hwang YI et al. [10-12].

The tension of the elastic band (25%) which was crossing posterior thigh was intended to flex the knee joint of the affected lower limb, so that required knee flexion would increase pre-swing knee flexion and speed [33].

Though the patient in the conventional group received therapy for same period of time as experimental group, but more improvement was seen in experimental group. The significant difference between the groups reflects the efficacy of training. Walking speed increases with the stride length and cadence, subjects of experimental group had significantly improved in terms of stride length of both side and cadence but no improvement was there in conventional group neither in stride length of paretic side nor cadence, it could be the reason of improvement in experimental group.

Gait profile score

The results of this study suggested that there was a significant improvement in gait profile score of non paretic limb in experimental group from pre to post-test measurements but in conventional group change of non paretic limb is not significant at the end of 6th weeks of intervention. Gait profile score of paretic limbs had significantly improved from pre to post-test measurements.

Task-specific exercises tailored with practice of heel-toe initial contact, high step marching and step walking to the person's interest provide ankle dorsiflexion, knee flexion and hip flexion repetition and induce a positive long-lasting effect of the task specific exercises [34]. Our study result has pointed out that no improvement was probably due to lack in timing, tuning, and coordinating muscle activation. Circuit interval training with rest of 5 minutes in between without any progression may not increase strength, control, skill, endurance, fitness, and social readjustment no long-lasting cortical reorganisation [35].

Similar result was found by Carda S, Drużbicki M et al. [9,20].

We had wrapped elastic band with 25% elongation passes anteriority to hip joint assist in hip pull-off which is essential for progression and body advancement in the stance phase, the power produced in hip pull-off is used to achieve lower-limb advancement in the swing phase [27]. We assumed improvement, in our study, may be because of elastic band with 25% elongation passes anteriorly to hip joint instead of lateral and assist in hip pull-off in better manner.

In double support phase, adequate knee flexion speed at push off is important for normal swing-phase knee flexion [36]. The tension of the elastic band (25%) which was crossing posterior thigh was intended to flex the knee joint of the affected lower limb, so that required knee flexion was possible during the push-off to swing phases. During push-off, stored potential energy can be converted to forward momentum that can advance a lower extremity by knee flexion during the initial to mid-swing phases. This forward momentum maintains the knee joint in extension during the mid-swing to initial contact phases. Knee flexion and terminal knee extension bear the weight and absorb shock for stance stability during the initial contact to mid-stance phases [13].

Elastic band wrapping around ankle joint functionally may act same as plantar stop/free dorsiflexion AFO. In our study, Similar to plantar stop/free dorsiflexion AFO, elastic band allow ankle movements in all direction which assist in knee flexion. Mulroy SJ et al. conducted a study to compare the effects of three ankle foot orthosis (AFO) designs on walking after stroke with 30 individuals, were tested in 4 conditions: shoes only, dorsiassist/dorsistop AFO, plantar stop/free dorsiflexion AFO, and rigid AFO. Peak knee flexion in swing was reduced in the
rigid AFO compared to the plantar stop/free dorsiflexion AFO, but this did not reach statistical significance. The rigid AFO tended to restrict dorsiflexion in stance and knee flexion in swing [32].

Elastic band allows full extension of the metatarso-phalangeal joints and prevents toe clamping, stabilizes the medial longitudinal arch and the 2nd and 3rd rays act as rigid levers capable of withstanding the potentially large bending moments created by the contracting gastrocnemius and soleus muscles [37]. It provides effective manner of "push off" and stored potential energy can be converted to forward momentum that can advance a lower extremity by leading hip, knee flexion, and ankle dorsiflexion during the initial to mid-swing phases [38]. The elastic walking band might help to inhibit tibialis muscle and assist activation of the dorsiflexor through tactile input on the lateral border of the foot to allow ankle dorsiflexion [39].

Though the patient in the conventional group received therapy for same period of time as experimental group, but more improvement was seen in experimental group and reflects the efficacy of training. The results of this study indicate walking training pattern using elastic band system increases the participation because it assists them in a trouble free mobility, initiated the gait pattern which would have resulted in the cortical reorganisation [35]. Taub E et al. also reported that individuals with stroke achieved symmetrical movement by increasing of their attention and effort [40].

Clinical implications

The custom-made system was light weight, cost effective, efficient and flexible. In a developing country like India the design would be appropriate. It replaces the need for manual assistance.

Limitations

No kinetic activities, Cardiorespiratory effects, functional changes and disability contributed to gait were collected, no follow up to know the retention effect of skill, the lack of homogeneity, participants of single geographic location has been taken.

Conclusion

Stroke survivors showed more improvement in terms of velocity, cadence, stride length of both paretic and nonparetic side and gait profile score of both paretic and nonparetic side when they were subjected to a training protocol which included elastic band assisted gait training with task oriented approach in the form of circuit interval training and preambulation skill training than the task oriented approach in the form of circuit interval training and preambulation skill training alone practiced for a period of 6 week.
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